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Telstra Research Laboratories 
CELEBRATING 80 YEARS OF 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Telstra is aware of the role it can play in influencing 
future technology and is on the lookout for early signs 
of valuable ideas. 

Telstra researchers are a highly skilled 
group of people who encompass 
technical skills in the following areas: 
11 Internet 

11 Systems Architecture 
network architectures, software architectures, 
protocol architectures 

11 Artificial Intelligence 

11 Web, Internet, multimedia application design 

• Human Factors 

• Computing 
object computing, distributed computing, network 
management, computing architectures 

• Intelligent Networks 

• Switching and Control 

11 Teletraffic 

• Radio 

• Transmission systems - optical, cable 

111 Electromagnetics 

• Microelectronics & materials reliability 

• Business modelling 

Telstra Research Laboratories (TRL) provides business Telstra's R&D is a significant part of the company's proud 
focused Research and Development (R&D) that underpins tradition of being a leader in developing today's and 
Telstra's delivery of new customer value and growth tomorrow's technology solutions. It focuses on innovation 
opportunities, and supports Telstra as a telecommunications and commercialisation, as well as capturing visionary 
service provider and network operator. An important part ideas for the company. 
of the role of TRL is the evaluation of new and emerging 
technologies that contribute to Telstra's technology 
strategy and positioning. Added to this, TRL expertise 
provides product innovation and differentiation, 
the development of techniques and tools for new 
technology deployment and management, and solutions 
for complex problems. 

Consisting of about 300 staff, TRL is home to many high 
achievers - around 80 per cent of the researchers have 
degrees and 30 per cent have high degrees, such as 
Masters and PhDs. The research environment stimulates 
people's creativity, allowing them to develop their own 
talents. 
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Making tomorrow's technology simple 
so it works for you 
today ... 

WHATEVER YOUR 
COMMUNICATION NEEDS 
MIGHT BE 

•• 
Here at Telstra Research 
Laboratories (TRL) we have 
a vision that this company 
has held for 80 years ... to 
bring you leading edge 
technology that actually 
makes a difference to the 
way in which you 
communicate and live your 
life. Making life simpler - 
taking every day activities 
for granted to a point 
where you don't even think 
about the complexity that 
sits behind the technology 
enabling you to do what 
you need and want to do. 
This is our goal. 

We are proud of our long-standing history in Research & 
Development (R&D) achievements that have put Australia 
on the world's technology map. 

Dr Hugh Bradlow 
Chief Technology Officer 

Managing Director, Telstra Research Laboratories 

Seeing beyond the routine - beyond what is possible 
today - is what excites us at TRL. Taking an idea from 
seed form and seeing it become a reality for millions is 
what drives us at TRL. 

Paying for parking or buying a drink from a vending 
machine ... even when you don't have coins. (You never 
have change when you need it!) Band members 
jamming ... even when they are hundreds of kilometres 
apart from each other. Getting timely, personal, relevant 
service from a machine by asking it a natural question. 
Having a conversation with a friend about your favourite 
TV program during a commercial break by exchanging 
text messages via your TV screen - or paying your bills 
on line - using your TV rather than a PC. Sitting at home 
and playing computer games with friends ... each in 
different locations. (This is already becoming the 
thing to do for my younger son and his mates.) 
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Making technology accessible and useable for all... 
regardless of location or physical impairment. 

These are just some of the visions we have for Australians 
and, indeed, world users. 

We intend to keep Australia on the world map when it 
comes to telecommunication R&D developments and to 
achieve what we set out to do, we must be at the 
forefront of world trends and ride above the often 
unpredictable technology wave. 

Riding on the crest of the technology wave ... 

In the last five years we have lived through the Internet 
and the dot corn boom and bust. Despite the tech-wreck, 
the technological world today is completely different 
from even a few years ago. The much vaunted advent of 
the Internet has seen significant changes to the way 
people do business, entertain and inform themselves, 
with more than half of us online, using the Internet daily 
in our personal and business lives. 

There is nothing quite like the communications industry, 
in terms of the sheer impact it is having on people's lives. 
When we look back over the past decade, we can only 
marvel at the way mobile phones and the Internet have 
transformed the way we live and - as we look forward - 
there is so much more change to come. The Internet is 
rapidly becoming broadband enabled, making it possible 
to do so much more with it, and the mobile phone is 
becoming data enabled, so not only do we have access 
to people on the move, but information as well. 

Our prediction is that these two technologies - broadband 
and wireless data - will have the most impact on the 
on line experience for users in the next three years. In our 
view, people will increasingly see these technologies as 
obvious and powerful tools in their daily lives. Both will 
transform the Internet experience in terms of functionality 
and convenience. We are already beginning to see the 
effect of the broadband evolution - turning the Internet 
from an add on to people's life, to an integral part of their 
daily activities. Wireless data is a complementary expansion 
of that Internet experience onto a mobile environment. 

Devices will progressively become IP (Internet Protocol) 
enabled ... cameras, PCs, mobile phones and digital TVs 
will all be connected. Even now, a photograph taken on 
a digital camera can be instantly transferred to the 
Internet via a mobile phone using bluetooth technology - 
a radio frequency alternative to infra-red available in 
new mobile phones. 

From unbridled hype to rational, sustainable 
technology ... 

It has taken 120 years to get the telephone network to 
a level of reliability and performance that conforms to 
people's expectations. The challenge now in the online 



spate is to make· the new iechnolo.g·y .perfon-o Qt t~e 
levels that we hove come to expect frotWl tne telepriof.'Je 
network. 

While three years ago the excitement was about the new 
applic:!i!tiQflS of the tetli'inolog~ that y,5e,r,s hod ctc;ttes.s to, 
the priority today is to derive vg,lv{!l ;for users from the 
<;tpp\ic;;gtions we hove - parfri::ulart~ ,in terms Qf the 
VS(;'.lb[lity. end ,reli@,b>ilit\;j of the tec;hniolo£llJ,- 

A siqniflcant proposrtion of our work in t'~t is fow$,ed em 
improving the per:form€ince, reliability a·nd sec;uritH of 
netw(i)ri<;s .anc.!: enh(;lncirtg the custemerexpesienee. Thi's 
e.diti0tl ef New ,ffori,wns describes many of Hie proJeds, Wf!; 
are 1!,Jndertaking to ad,ieve these go1;1Ls. For example, ~l11b§. 
year we .feot1;Jre l'Pl.11$ = a tool developed :5y TRl thot 
allows us to build: Gi diagram of an individual cwstomer'~ 
Vliii,iol private network witlnifl the Telstrc PPP (Privgte 
lm,ternet ProtQc;:ol}network service. lhis tool assists us to 
provide customers with deeir end accurate ·inforrnatiQA· so 
that together, we can work 01Jt how to respotid te issbei 
And l:o address the important issue of security for our 
customers, TRL has erected a, software tool rnlle.€1 a 
sniffer to test the data· integrity cri'ld secrecy o.f 'fhe 
wireless LAN ertvirortment. 

lnc:re.Qsinsfb3, we ere finding that the key to deHvering 
superisr customer service Is fne ctbiHty to un.d'erstemd 
customer requirements ai'ld· ensure thaHhe tec;hnologg 
deliverecil is r\ot on'l!J crecesslble, but j;1:.1st es importantly, 
u~eal;M. 

Here at TRL we are provd to f'flaint~in o. Stforig foc:us on 
the hl!lrtrian fdcters that go .into service provision atr.os·s 
the techAology speotrum. As, we if:itt'QQ0Ge .me>hlUe data 
services, we need to l!!nc;!erstand whc'!t netwo.t:k 
performcnee i,s required: to ,i:;Jetjver 9 scitisfri<:tQrg cesterser 
experience. We have ai;:cor~·in9l~ stvd'ied' the level pf 
network performance with ,re·aL i.lse'r$, to determine their 
Qucalit_y, of Service reQ.uirements for rnebile applications. 
We want to make the eustemer experience better for olil 
our ccstcmers wh:ifl;:i, is why we have es1'.ctb!isl'led' o (entre 
for Accessibility, with a. fo,Qs on i.S$!,les ofJKCeS$. te ~ ·(find 
use of~ the ln,tet:i'let for: everyone; reqordless of locatiolil,. 
age er p'hsisirnl impairment. 

Looking to the futwr.e, we als~ see a rt1nge of ngw 
ai,p.Hcations -'- IJase'd on mobile data, inte.rgctlve TV an:d 
voice technology - wnich we exweGt to be Qttr~.cl/ive to 
users Q.S. the te(;h.i;iolPf;J'H becomes t'lVai-hctble. Am.ew 
generaititm Q:f mobile phoMs using tecn:i:iolo~Ji'es such a·s 
JQva1 (JZM.E} or iRfW2 will h.ave the t;ilDiHt!::11:o wpl!IC!te th~.ir 

fhese· ap.ptic;otrons,, wl,h;;h car{ :be dow~J01:1cled tn the 
phone· rm:th.e 'fff:J 'l!IS i:ilfl'9 whan:tliey gre nel:lded ore known 

~··. ' '' ' <; .~ ' '' ' ' " :·,..; ,' ' ' ·. ' ' " as midlet:i Qr,.d ther:~ is on qntieipa1rion of m<l!T1y· swcli 
mi'dtets bein@a.v<;iH<;ible for otl.so:rts of porpcses. 'for 
exomi:,te, in fw:ture.i geur tienk could .llJrovide.y·e.tiJ:1 H'lid~et 
that makes ifu!ec;k:i.rig. ·y.our Cl;irrent bank balc;ir,<;;e or 
tl'C:1lisferrfr1g, m@neg .between ~eco.unts ·simp,[er and . ,. ~ 
jri,to,itive with a few dicks of t6e mobi-te phone. 

. . I" ·' 
l 

In the world of ,dota tee;:fanot0~y, it :is game, set rmtl maieh 
,tQ the 'Internet protoce.E rietw!rk tet:hflol!ag.ie's. Toiifo,l;J, 
they ~lecflrly ·do;,,'i.nt\rte the wofld of data, networks. A,s I've 
lfl'i.ei'iti.oned, what W'f n:Qw ,hoQk forwatQ 'tG is these 
G'Qmplex teenl'lOlOg:i'es becomi,n~ as :re'liapl·e, -Se~JJre 01'10 OS 

everyday pc;irt of oar lives 0$ tne tel~phone. netwefk is 
teda~,. Wirlii, the imp.to.verr:leflts .in network ·Pef.fo.rmance 
and reHobi:tily that' 'tR'L i·s piionee:ring - ctAd with the 

ln 'R&P, ify·oo1re }ueky eti~ugh, thei'e Ls.al'! elppnrtunity to 
be _part of cr, teem, 1:hat contributes to a wor.ld-chm,ging 
breakthrough. In a tecent is:sue oaf'the .stien-tifk jourMl, 
New Stienti:§;t', it waJ predkte'd th:a;t we WG1;Jld ·see -ii srn.h 
brebkthro1;1gh$ in iooJ.;. fro.Ii!) ?.f;H'.i1:e mi.$~M~· 'l[m~,t wiU see 
robots i~nt to ·Mars to explbre and hetp;usiearn more 
a:b.Q,Y.t this rn·ysfferieus, red' pl,et'lJ'!,t to telep6.rring, er matter 
tmnsfer-. Such visi'Q·r1s muke R'&D tcrutg exciting and we ot 

some time before we hem ,!J:1'19'.Qne s.ay.,. beam me up, 
Ul'iless th.e s0rip:t ealls for it. 'J'ijJs will be one for my 
childr;e,R and ,g:rand ,children tJ get ex:ci,ted about! 

f'. 
11:\c,;>pe ·you enj.Qy :reeding this.i!:Jee,rJs ao •. year anniversery 

- .. ,, 11 . . .... _·.,·- -· - 

edition ef New fforizons Md (etm'iiifl~ !Tiortt 0001.Jt ti'ie 
i·nt~r!;ls'ting proJeets :oi:J.r teGr,n; e,t 'fRL has been developing. 
I am par.tirnlar.ly prb11d of the o~por-tunity to showcase 
the tQ(e.nte.e;! .peep:te'worktflg' at TRL. Over th,e decades OUT 

ex.pert& hdVf eontin:ued' to push the bciurid.ari.es, eAsuring 
that We hove- aUt benefited: from on exciting 80 yeurs of 
R&O aC:h,i.evements. 

mro@D~ 
Chief l'ethrlp\09y . .Offlcer 
MgnQl')iRg, P,i'nector, Tetstro Researcb ,i;,:ahorotori'es 



1920's 

1940's 

1962 
Commenced first tests of data 
transmission over the switched 
anolog network at speeds of up 
to 2,400 bits/sec. This was 
focused on the NASA space 
program. 

1941 
Designed and set up a short 
wave transmitting station to 
broadcast to the South Pacific 
islands and South East Asia. 
This later became Radio 
Australia. 

Commenced work on Pulse 
Code Modulation (PCM) 
systems for digital trans 
mission of multi-channel 
systems over inter-exchange 
copper cable networks. This 
was the first step in the 
evolution of the network 
from analog to digital. 

1946 
Conducted the first 
experimental studies of 
VHF mobile services. 

1979 
Developed a Digital Radio 
Concentrator System (DRCS) 
for providing PSTN telephone 
access to rural communities. 1980's 

1988 
Developed and tested concept 
for intelligent network 
architecture to support the 
first Priority One3 service. 

1989 
Telecom Australia commences 
ISDN customer trials and 
officially launches ISDN 
in July. 

Experimental optical fibre 
link installed between two 
exchanges in Melbourne. 

1990's 

1948 
Initiated Australia's first fax 
service, the 'picturegram', 
between capital cities. 

1970's 

1991 
Pioneered development 
of a prototype fibre access 
system to demonstrate 
passive optical network 
architecture for laying 
optical fibre to the home. 

1996 
TRL collaborated with Telstra 
Multimedia to develop 
Australia's first broadband 
Internet service - BigPond'" 
Cable. 

1997 
Researchers identify the cause 
of intermittent failures in power 
supplies that have resulted in 
major unplanned outages in 
Telstru's core transmission net 
work to be microscopic 'whiskers' 
of zinc, invisible to the naked 
eye, growing on zinc-plated 
metal cases and sub-racks. 

1997 
TRL provided novel network 
architecture 
design/dimensioning and 
significant system 
integration to the successful 
launch of Telstra's cable 
modem service on the HFC 
(Hybrid Fibre Coax) 
broadband network. 

2001 
Developed a system for 
detecting and locating faults 
in Voice on IP services. 
Developed and commenced 
commercialisation of Data 
and Text Mining tools 
software. 

1998 
A unique watermarking 
system is devised for 
confirming copyright 
ownership of digital 
video footage. 

1923 
Australian Post Office 
established a Research 
Section with a mission to 
introduce new technology 
into the telephone 
networks to maintain its 
technical and economic 
viability. 

19SO's 

1970 
Began investigating the 
use of satellites for mobile 
services and services to 
the outback. 

1993 
Began planning and 
designing on Experimental 
Broadband Network, 
Australia's first 
large scale trial broad 
band network based 
on ATM. 

1999 
Internet Call Waiting 
product developed 
allowing users to 
use a single telephone 
line to access the 
Internet, simultaneously 
receiving a telephone 
call. 

Trademark of Telstra Corporation Limited. 



1925 
Applied new repeater 
technalagy, the vacuum tube, 
ta vaice frequency trunk 
services by installing the first 
3-channel carrier system in 
Australia on the Sydney to 
Melbourne trunk route. 

1954 
Constructed and installed a 
9-channel carrier system for 
the Victoria to Tasmania 
coaxial submarine cable in 
order to increase its capacity 
from six to 15 channels. 

1971 
Commenced investigations 
into the use of optical fibre 
for communications. 

1930'5 

Demonstrated transmission 
of analog video signals 
over optical fibre. 

1930 
Established first frequency 
standards to provide national 
time and frequency standards. 

1935 
Assisted in installing the 
coaxial submarine cable 
between Victoria and 
Tasmania via King Island - 

! at the time the longest in the I world. Cable had a bandwidth 
I of 40 kHz {6 channels). 

·11937 
Engineered the first Australian 
12 channel VHF (Very High 

I Frequency) radio telephone i system between Victoria and 

I Tasmania, a distance of 168 miles, to provide a service I while the submarine cable 
1 was under repair. 

I 
First public television broadcast 
in Australia. TRL played,a key 
role by recommending the 
adoption of the 625 line PAL 
standard. The recommendation 
came after years of research, 
including the development of 
a video transmission test set 
in the early 1950's. 

1983 
Assisted in design of 
microelectronics for the 
Cochlear ear implant. 

Researchers use Wave 
Division Multiplexer optical 
network design to extend 
regenerator spacing from 
600 km to 1000 km - a world 
record for this type 
of fibre technology. 

1985 
Began investigating the use of 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
{ATM) packet switching to 
support potential interactive 
multimedia services. 

1994 
Carried out field trials of 
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber 
Line (ADSL) for delivery of 
video services to the home 
over the copper network. 

1999 
The improved and highly 
successful Corporate Electronic 
Directory (developed in 1989) 
is licensed to external 
companies for further 
development and sales to 
the wider market. 

Developed high-level security 
system for Electronic Funds 
Transfer (EFTPOS). Services 
based on public key 
cryptography. 

1960'5 

electronic exchange to 
switch live telephone traffic 
in Australia. 

Mobile Base Station Field 
Intensity Plotter software 
demonstrated and sold 2000' 5 internationally. 

HongKong Tel (CSL) uses TRL 
developed customer behaviour 
predictive modelling tools 
to assist in marketing 

2002 
TRL develops test systems 
for GPRS data performance. 

1961 
Fully solid state time 
division multiplexed model 
telephone exchange developed 
called SCATS - one of the first 
in the world. 

.

1 

Commenced work in Customer 

. 
Access Network (CAN). This led 
to transmission network 

I designs far basic rate ISDN in I the CAN. 
I 

Demonstrated that a proposed 
240 kilometre undersea optical 
fibre can be made repeater 
free by installing amplifiers at 
either end of the link. This 
was the first use of optical 
amplifiers in Australia. 

Condor, an expert system 
·1 developed by TRL over five 
years, provides call traffic 
managers with real-time 

I 
visual representations 
of call volumes. 

I 
2002 
TRL Artificial Intelligence 
team wins 2002 KDD Cup for 
Knowledge Discovery and 
Data Mining system. 

2002 
TRL develops commercial 
version of Lyrebird 1.0 Speech 
Recognition Application 
Development Toolkit. 
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General 
LYREBIRD™ SPEECH APPLICATION 
DEVELOPMENT TOOL 

... it is eosu, fast and cost-effective to 

create natural speech applications with l.urebird ... 

TRL develops commercial version of Lyrebird 1.0 Speech Recognition 
Application Development Kit. 

Telstra Research Laboratories (TRL) has successfully 
completed the initial product release of the Lyrebird 
Speech Application Development Tool. The Lyrebird tool is 
a complete, integrated development environment (!DE) for 
developers to rapidly create and deploy complex and high 
quality natural language speech applications - using 
innovative mapping techniques and an integrated 
graphical environment. 

Natural speech applications enable people to interact 
with a system by speaking naturally. For example, to 
book a ticket to the cinema, instead of having to navigate 
through a complex menu structure as you do today, you 
would be able to phone up and say to a machine: 
"I would Like two tickets to see the new James Bond film 
tonight at the Rivali at 7.30pm". 

It is easy, fast and cost-effective to create natural speech 
applications with Lyrebird through the use of TRL 
machine learning technologies, innovative techniques to 
map graphical objects to the VoiceXML speech application 
scripting standard, and an integrated graphical 
development environment'. 

10 

Initial benchmark comparison with a speech developer 
using standard tools', showed that Lyrebird achieved a 
potential 10-fold time saving in the creation of a 
prototype application, and a potential four-fold time 
saving in the creation of a complete application. 

This initial product is being used by Telstra's Interactive 
Voice Recognition (IVR) Solutions Group. It is also being 
evaluated by a number of speech application 
development companies. The team is working on an 
updated version of the product. 

'" Trademark of Telstra New Wave Pty Limited. 
4 Patent applications filed by Telstra New Wave Pty Limited. 
5 This comparison was commissioned b~ TRL. 



General 
SPEECH RECOGNITION 

Optimising the usability of speech applications. 

As Telstra moves towards implementing more speech 
services, Telstra Research Laboratories' Human Factors team 
is investigating what makes a speech application both useful 
and useable for Telstra customers. 

In a new experimental study, using a driving simulation 
game, participants are tested for comprehension of an 
auditory message which consists of either recorded human 

·- 

This is the leitest in o series t:i'f t~seotd:i q~tivitiest{ilg.Hlaifl'lllfn'![attQrs,t 
understoM what mokes ~ ~£iod $pee~h-:tiG~~GI sel'Vii~e, f.lr,et~~t~,,tiile 
inter:fo~e for Teisttti,C:OnsuinerSa1es ccnnd.OnAit Voice ,P:0tials and·,is?t 
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General 
TELSTRA'S CENTRE FOR ACCESSIBILITY - LEADING THE 
WEB TO ITS FULL POTENTIAL 

From a business perspective, web sites that don't have accessibility features 
risk losing customers. 

There is another side to the Internet that many people 
don't know about. One where blind and vision impaired 
people can use the Internet. 'Joe' is a 25-year-old 
university student with no functional vision who is able 
to use a computer for his studies utilising a screen-reader 
program called JAWS (Job Access With Speech). In 
previous years he would have relied on a sighted person 
to read the materials onto tape in order for him to study. 
'Sara', a keen classical music fan, is severely vision 

impaired and can now independently shop online for 
CDs using screen-enlarger software. 

For many people with disabilities, using the Internet on 
their own can be an empowering experience. 

Chief Executive Officer, Ziggy Switkowski, points out 
research in the accessibility area is one ofTelstra's lesser 

known research activities. "One of the many challenges 
facing research teams is ensuring that people with disabilities 
are able to participate fully in the opportunities the new 
technological world has to offer," Dr Switkowski said. "For 
over 20 years Telstra has been at the forefront of initiatives 
that enable people with diverse abilities to access the 
telephone and today we remain steadfast in our commitment 
to improving accessibility in the online environment."' 

12 6 Extract from Telstra media release (Telstra opens new technology showcase) 
dated 24 Oct 2001. 

7 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998 data. 

Telstra's Centre for Accessibility is part of the Human 
Factors Group of the Telstra Research Laboratories and 
was established in May 2001 as a key part of this 

commitment. Nearly 19 per cent of the Australian 
population has some kind of disability' and according to 
Dr Rob Pedlow, Centre Leader, it's the personal stories like 

Sara's that are truly rewarding. 

The approach to accessibility is to make the Internet work 
for all people, including people who are blind, vision 
impaired, deaf, sound impaired, people with limited use of 
their hands and arms, people with no fingers, and people 
with motor and cognitive disabilities. Various adaptive 
technologies enable a variety of people to use the 
Internet - such as Joe's screen-reader which is a piece of 
software that uses a speech synthesiser to read out the 
information - to access on line information. 

Studies have also found that the number and severity of 
limitations tend to increase as people age, for example 
changes in vision, hearing, memory, or motor function. 
And according to participants in independent research 
studies, aging-related conditions can be accommodated 

on the Web by the same accessibility solutions used to 
accommodate people with disabilities.' 

Currently, the Centre for Accessibility is developing W3C' 
(world wide web consortium) accessibility standards for 
Telstra's own Web pages. Telstra's Mathew Mirabella is a 
member of the W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 

Working Group - an international group with members 
from many corporations and universities. This has 
enabled the Centre to input into the internationally 
recognised standards and specifications body for the 

emerging Internet. 

For more information on the Accessibility Centre's 

continuing activities, as well as an opportunity to look at 

a Web site that conforms to W3C guidelines, visit: 

www.telstra.com.au/accessibility 

8 Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998 data. 
9 Registered trademark of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

a Massachusetts Corporation. 



TtrlE LAUNCl:STON BROADBAND 
PROJECT 

The Launceston Broadband Project (LBP) is a joint 
initiative between Telstra and the Commonwealth 
Government which provides $30 million in funding over 
five years in order to establish a real-market testing 
environment for broadband applications and services. 

• • • • • • 

-"'
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The trial group is comprised of Launceston residents and 
small business owners who are ADSL subscribers. In 
addition to the trial customer base, the Project 
encompasses a Telstra R&D laboratory based in 
Launceston (called 'B-eLab') and a business development 
fund provided by the Commonwealth Government to seed 
the creation of new broadband and on line applications by 
Tasmanian companies. 

Trial members in Launceston are the first in Australia to 
assess certain in-development and proof-of-concept 
on line applications, specifically developed as part of this 
initiative . 

The project enjoys excellent support from local 
government, the community and the IT industry . 

13 
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0ne srso of development 9enerating cons}decrable 
ifltl:!test. is what is !nown as pervasive computing. 
This is the expansion of computing te<::hnotog!J into the 
per~@ri~t Q€V.[C~ ITIQ'l''!<et The continvei;I acceptance .dnd 
9se Qfr:n9pile pl}liihe-s, F!DAs (Pers0nal.cl)igitcrJAs.srstan{s). 
<;;irt<:.t. hgndheld ('.Q'li)1;pt!ters hos stimQJgtecj o mer~ing of 
~ersonp.[ clevice technolcgies, hrin~ingi:e)tpqnded 
c~mpHtiAg_ o:fi>.p£>,l'tunities to the grEmttr commtrnity .. 

Tl1e B-eL€1P has a fotus on broadbc1nd a:pp!ict:itions and 
! . 
'/,grv'ic:e~,- set c:igain~tthe characteristic:s of pervasive 
;devices: fo this environment, it is hnpo.rtant to 
e:f:fkientty:cr.eate and deploy cppllectiorrs across a. wide 
runge 9f devices, without the burden ofdeve'ktping 
,sµ~ifie;aH!J· tQ each. 

Sun Microsystem's Sun ONE is a middleware platform 
that addresses the needs of managing and configuring 
such devices, integrating seamlessly both desktop 
computers and non-traditional devices. Sun ONE will 
form the basis of Telstrc's common on line technology 
platform, Telstra.One. 

Telstra's CEO, Ziggy Switkowski has said that: "The new 
technology environment will effectively open our networks 
and platforms to the IT industry for the development and 
hosting of the customer applications of the future. 
Together with Sun, we will aim to fast track the 
development of compelling customer applications and 
services, driving the take up of wireless and broadband in 
the markets we serve. We expect this to be a tremendous 
boost to technology innovation in Australia."10 

The B-elab's primary interest in Sun ONE is as a 
development platform to evaluate applications across 
various devices in combination with broadband ADSL, 
wireless gateways (e.g. soz.nb) and mobile networking 
technologies (e.g. GSM, GPRS, Bluetooth). 

Combining these into a seamless Wide Area Network is 
a challenging undertaking. Delivering seamless 
connectivity and content across multiple network and 
device combinations is a significant challenge. 

10 Extract from Telstra media release (Telstra's leadership keeps Australia at 
technolagy forefront) dated 29 July 2002. 



General 
THE LAUNCESTON BROADBAND 
PROJECT 

Bringing us all together; the elaunceston Community Portal 

With its specific focus on the Launceston community, eLaunceston provides an ideal environment in which to explore 
the impact of localised content on the immediate community. The portal, along with Telstra's hosting infrastructure 
and experience, aims to provide great value to the community - an essential goal of the consultative group drawn from 
local stakeholders. 

Local management of the portal affords greater exposure to everyday Internet usage and user preference, boosting our 
understanding of customer demands, and informing and influencing strategic planning. 

A recent survey of Telstrc's top customers" shewed ne@rly 
70 per cent ore actively using Microsoft Outlook as ct 
business management tool. 

Outlook's organisational features have been adopted by 
many businesses to schedule and control meetings and to 
simplif~ the timing and notification processes. Telstra 
Conferl.ink'" extends Outlook's capabilities to allow users 
to schedule, participate in and manage telephone 
conferencinq, all from within Outlook, and in the manner 
they've grown cccustomed to. With Conferkink, meeti,ng 
managers can call each participant into the meeting, see 
who is on line at all times and control the course of the 
teleconference using familiar Outlook functions. Once the 
meeting has finished, Conferl.lnk emails a report with 
meeting statistics, such as attendance and duration. 

The product is currently being tridled internally at Telstra 
in cooperation with our Launceston Broadband Project 
consultotive group. It is just one example of how existing 
teehnetoqies can be developed and used' to fucilitcte 
efficiency in the workplace. 

11 Registered trcdemcrkof Mkrosoft Corporation, q Washington corporction. 
12 Survey commlssioned by (J'RL). 
® Regi~tered trademark of Telstra Corporati6n Limlted. 
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Network 

• • • • • • • • • 

... opening up the possibility of a whole range 

of interactive applications 
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Network 
INTERACTIVE TV 

• • • 
II 

• • • • • Interactive TV opens up the possibHity of a whole range of interactive 
applications - from paying bills to participating in quiz shows. 

Broadcasting of Digital TV has already started in 
Australia. Satellite-delivered TV has been digital for some 
time, and cable TV can be expected to be digital from 
2004. Digital TV allows greater quality pictures and many 
more channels. With the provision of a suitable return 
path it also allows other data to be sent both to and from 
the digital Set-Top Unit (STU). 

This opens up the possibility of a whole range of 
interactive applications. Many of these may be connected 
with the television programs, such as participation in quiz 
shows or instantly purchasing items as they are 
advertised. Other interactive applications will function 
entirely in their own right. 

Such a system opens the possibility of new services by 
which customers could control the Telstra services to 
which they subscribe. They could also request new 
services, pay their bills, access their email or send and 
receive messages. 

The television environment allows for much richer 
presentation of information than a voice system does 
over the telephone, but several unique constraints apply. 
The TV screen resolution is much lower than that of a PC, 
the memory and processing power of an STU is much less 
than that of a PC and most importantly, an STU remote 
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control cannot easily be used to issue complex and 
lengthy commands. Telstra Research Laboratories (TRL) 
is applying both its technical and human factors expertise 
to these problems. 

Although interactive TV is in its infancy in Australia, TRL 
is experimenting with prototype systems and has already 
had services running in the laboratory for exchanging 
SMS messages with mobile phones, accessing chat 
sessions on telstra.com® and displaying information from 
the telstra.com website - all correctly formatted for best 
presentation on the TV screen. 

Much of the work undertaken at TRL has involved 
achieving an understanding of the different ways people 
relate to and use their television sets. TRL's Human 
Factors teams have studied the nature of the human/TV 
interface, including work on application look and feel, 
development of a style guide to ensure consistency 
between applications, and focus group studies to obtain 
real data on real users under tightly controlled conditions. 

® Registered trademark of Telstra Corporation Limited. 



Network 
VIDEO ON DEMAND 

Progressing video on demand. 

The concept of receiving videos on demand through the network is not new. However for years now it has been a source of 
frustration for both users and potential providers and so the concept has not become a reality. Telstra Research Laboratories 
(TRL) has been actively involved in the development of the video on demand concept and has solved, in past years, a number 
of the impeding technical problems. 

TRL has developed sophisticated cost models which allow Telstra to assess options based on a variety of different network 
environments, different devices in the home and different video qualities. These developments are constantly reviewed on the 
basis of new technologies, new commercial products and new techniques that may make the commercial implementation of 
Video on Demand services possible. These include techniques that will allow management of digital rights to protect against 
piracy and ensure legitimate distribution of the content. 

These models will help Telstra determine when the 
commercial environment is right, and position it to 
quickly respond and provide the infrastructure to support 
the heavy demands that this service will place on the 
networks, as well as keeping the price to the customer to 
a minimum . • • • • • 

• ... identifying all the 

• 
• potential service 

• 
• opportunities ... 

• 

TRL is also identifying all the potential service 
opportunities in this area, including retail and wholesale 
business, home consumers, and industries such as the 
hospitality industry . 

• • • • 
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Network 
QUALITY DIGITAL PICTURES AND AUDIO 

Researching advances in compression and streaming technologies to 
greatly improve picture quality. 

There is an increasing demand for quality digital audio and video signals to be made 
available over networks. The user's perception of the value of audio/visual services will 
be greatly influenced by the signal quality. This is why Telstra Research Laboratories 
(TRL) is using its knowledge and experience in the digital representation of image, 
video and audio, to constantly monitor and test advances in the field. 

TRL tests many different types of picture with a range of different types of compression 
methods, both proprietary and based on international standards like MPEG-2 and 
MPEG-4. Greater quality might be achieved at a given bit rate or the rate might be 
reduced while still maintaining a given quality. 

Understanding the delivered quality of a signal is a 
complex process. The quality of a received video signal 
after compression and decompression depends very much 
on its origins and what is in the picture. Things like the 
amount of fast motion, the depth of fine detail, the 
amount of noise and the source of the original - either 
film or TV camera - are all factors that influence the 
quality of the picture in the compression/decompression 
process. 

The network carriage, including any packet loss or 
congestion, also has an effect on a received video or 
audio service. Network performance can be characterised 
and directly related to the experience a customer may 
have when streaming audio or video content. 

TRL assists to dimension Telstra's networks in such a 
way that they can support future services as necessary 
without having expensive, unused capacity. TRL also 
advises when new services can become technically or 
economically possible - enabled by advances in 
compression and streaming technologies. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Network 
CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGEMENT 

Helping to ensure that customer requirements are met by Telstru's IP 
networks. 

'felecommvnic;;<!!ti@l'lS are a. fu1;1@omer1tal part of modern 
plilsine.sses. As inte9rate<:t networks d,fig" ctpp.li~cttiQn$ 
bi;tco:me more coroplex,. Telstra Res:ean::h. LC!tlo:rgte.ries 
U-Rl} i$ u-~ing +ts expertise in systems and: sgrvicce 
mgnagem,el'lt to b.elp ensure that IP' (Intern~'!, ~rcw!1i~Gt) 
sotutio-ns not 2nty ~\JfJP,Qrt,fl b~siness but evdlve witA it. 
Service Mc:ma'9ement helps errs.iJr~ tlte ~r(;)vi$ion of ttte 
J;re.st nlitwarks thc;i.t reflect current end future business 
priorities. 

TRLfs dev(;lt@prn9,innovntiveways.to errhaneetM W'e!H 
Servke M~:11g;g~ment is provid~d fgr JP networks, To l'i1etter 
und'ersttu,dwhat cwstomers need, T~(wgtks c;:lo:se~',l with 
iilaf'.ket researehers, proq}!ct r:l"!Gl'lQ'9ers -and customer 
representntives; 

TRI;. not only oim-s to ensure that new ;pt9gvtts @.rs~yst.e.r:ns 
ctre the bast, but dbo., that the <fos{gns incorpo"tate the 
increasingty ·corn.pie~ needs of e;1::1steme~s. iRI!: he4ps write 
e1:J$t9mer ,re.quirements, evoluq_tesn~w services from both 
ti~·chnicalanc;f wstomer l;liawpoints, and is a1,s.o:abl'e:to 
help trial parti~li!larha tgrnp[ex ous:tomeF selutlons. 

A rrew. a.neg Ei:X{iting component :of T'Jv'l/s e:®'m:rrHtment t@ 

inc.tlldJ~~ g ygi1iety.,of acces 
(As·yhcb1nm0u.s Trs11ts.ferM 
Pocked ·Rodfo 5ervite1, .h 

ef T:etstrq ctnd cus.tomemepri.sent~.ie$:tlie op;port~ni:ty 
to, ,tru.[!1 ex,pe:rienceffelstf.(lj;~,{Q![J;p L~-)(.Jft pmd,w cts o:n!1J 
s_ervke-s, ,arrd'1ufld~t,sef<d:114 Fi~Wl:i~~uo ap:pi\j:them tG meet 
Out c~tmmers' varired lil·lilsineJ:s.rti'1eds: - . . .,, . . . .. ·-. - .. ~ . ··:.:,,· .;.:.;:,' ··,,,, . ·;~t ·.: " ·:• . --~-- ' 



Network 
QUALITY OF SERVICE 

Investigating Quality of Service (QoS) from a customer 
perspective . 

••••••••••• 
As new wireless data technologies emerge, Telstra has 
to.mcke increQsingly complex and important technology 
decisions about which technologies it should depley to 
meet emerging and .qntic;;jpated customer requirements. 
Telstra Research l.oborutories (TRL) has measured and 
begun to q:vantify customer expectations in terms of the 
network performan:te required to provide a satisfactory 
experience. Thi•s enables efficient conftqurctten of wireless 
networks and optimises Telstrn's abilit~ to provid€ end-to 
end technoleqq solutions to the Australlan community. 

TRl has investig,ated QoS. from a customer perspective. 
By presenting customers with typical 
experiences .expected from current 
and future wireless networks, ·and 
requesting subjective rotlnqs fp,r eoch 
condition, thresholds of customer 
sctlsfoction r:nay be identified. 

These thresholds con be mapped to 
the portlculer levels of network parameters required to 
s.a;tisfy customers, providing the basis for efficient network 
configuration now - and in the future. As cppttcctiens 
e¥pecteo. to rtH1 over these networks place different 
demands on network resources, threshold identification 
is s:pecifk to an application. 

This benefits both Telstra and our customers. It enables 
efficient and cost-effective conffqurotlon of the wireless 
networks required to nm these cpplleetlons, in turn 
allowing the service qvality required by custerners at 
the Lowest possible price, 

The innevctive nature of this research combines specialist 
user-centred and engineering expertise. This helps ensure 
that customers receive cost-effective teeahnology solutions 
as we head from the world of GSM (Globel System for 
Mobile Communkations) and GPRS (General Packet Radio 
Service) to 3G networks and beyond. 
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Network 
SOFTWARE QUALITY 

Moving to the forefront of software integrity through a model 
approach to software management. 

Seftwore eosts usuo~ly make up. at least 80 per, cent of 
the GQllt qf t~Ml',;<i!:!l'lf!'iklr'!'i·Gati<.n'li eqvipment with s!)J,!ltgms 
tQJnprising frm:m many hundreds of tl:irolJst'lnot to miHiol'is 
of 'ti.rnes of code, Due to the ,omplexi,ty' ,ci,f the softwaf.:e, 
it is often the st;Jbtle '.l\lvg$ i!'l softwQre rather thon any 
hordware pr~t>lei:ns that have ·tl;ie pC/l@rrt:iat to :ec;1v~e: 
large-scole s-ervice oi;ito9ces. 

Tfae eest, of 1J$img i·Y~n fla,w.e.d softwQre i!l ncyt ~ply i,l'I the 
ex:p:ense of clfognosis,,cmd rep.air,. but olso In the dnmay,e 
to .customer relationships from '!Jhe re.svltant sen,ke 
interr(:J:~tr!.in.s. 

Tng tel(i!C01'nrflunk:atinlfls ihdustry worldwide hos 
recognised the need for improved softwar~ qualit!i! £Ind:, 
has been d:evel0pin9 st-0111dard processes (lnd metrics that 
s.tiputate how the supplier should measure and pnalys.e 

fet§tfc;I Fc§lse~(!'.'hta.b@.rcrto;11i~{('('RL}~s ai::Uv~tY' as,sisting 
TEi!il~trglnm,(;}Vii;igJG - - 
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Network 
VIRTUAL OPERATIONS ENVIRONMENT 

• • • • • • • II • 

Applying advanced technologies to create a meaningful 
virtual environment where people can discuss and view 
complex network data. 

Telstra has created an operations organisation capable of 
managing the complexities of all the IT and network 
infrastructure used to deliver service to our customers. 
Telstra uses volumes of data with complex relationships 
to comprehend the state of its network and hosting 
technologies. Making sense of that data is a challenge 
that Telstra operations staff face every day. 

The Virtual Operations Environment project is working to 
produce tools and systems that will transform the 
available raw data into rich and meaningful visualisations 
that will be easy to interpret. These visualisations 
represent complex data sets in ways that highlight 

information important to the operator and 
more subtly represent data of lesser 
importance. 

The advanced technologies include 
technology originally designed for Virtual 
Reality applications. Interactivity is 
incorporated into the visualisations to 

allow multiple operators to enter a virtual space so they 
can communicate with each other and share a view of 
data, even over remote distances. 
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Network 
FAILURE ANALYSIS 

Fault finding at the microelectronic and board levels plays an invaluable role in resolving 
difficult hardware problems. 

Operational problems with equipment can be costly, complex and hard to identify. Often it is hard to ascertain whether 
or not the equipment is at fault, or even if the fault can be adequately resolved. 

Telstra Research Laboratories' (TRL's) failure analysis group specialises in fault finding at the microelectronic (individual 
chip) and board levels, and plays an invaluable role in resolving difficult hardware problems. 

Failures often result from the harsh environments in which equipment is used. Payphones are an example of a product 
that experiences a hard life in the field. As an outdoor, remotely located unit, the payphone must contend with 
lightning, temperature variations and vandalism. TRL has provided many solutions to past and current problems with 
payphones, the most recent ranging from lightning damage to fraud schemes. 

Another example of a reliability problem tackled by TRL is the phenomenon of zinc whisker growth from electroplated 
surfaces near electronic equipment. This phenomenon has become the scourge of the electronics industry. When these 
virtually invisible conductive filaments grow, break off and become airborne, they can impact on sensitive electronic 
circuitry resulting in equipment outages - with no apparent cause. 

TRL has been providing risk assessments and recommendations to private industry as well as to other groups within 
Telstra and has designed, developed and patented an airborne whisker detector to aid investigations into equipment 
outages. 

An outdoor, remotely located unit, the payphone 
must contend with lightning, temperature 
variations and vandalism ... 
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Network 
SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT 

The Spectral Compatibility Tool assesses spectrum management requirements of DSL systems 
under development in order to minimise cross talk interference. 

Telstra Resenrch Laboratories has developed a Spectral 
Compctibilltq Tool that can be used to assess the 
spectrum moncqement r~quirements of new DSL (Digital 
Subscriber Line) systems under development against the 
requirements of the Australian Communications Industry 
Forum (ACIF) Code (559. 

The traditional twisted copper pair coble used for the 
telephone service is .now ulso being slmultcneouslq used 
by AS'l:>L (Asymmetric D~L) services. Those twisted rnpper 
pair cables are finding a new lease on life with the 
development of DSL services. ASDL can provide data rates 
from 10 fol 100 times fester than conventional telephony 
modems. Jn order to deliver such high date rates, ADSb 
services use much hi~her frequency spectrum (about 
1100 kHz) than telephone services (about 4 kl-lz) on the 
twisted pair. 

Because the cccess cobles are made vp· of many twisted 
pairs bundled up t!\>gether, there is crosstalk 
(electromagnetic coupling of signals) between the twisted 
pairs. Whitt;! lnslqnifiecnt for the telephone frequencies for 
which th~ cable was designed, this mQ!f couse 
interferen:ce at the mu·Gh hi@her frequencies used for DSL. 
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Network 
SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT 

... ASDL can provide data rates from 

10 to 100 times faster than 

conventional telephonu modems 

When deploying DSL services on the cable, this crosstalk Spectral Compatibility Tool allow Telstra and others to 
between like systems (eg. ADSL to ADSL) is taken into use the twisted pairs for DSL with confidence that the 
account as part of the design process, and results in limits crosstalk interference from other DSL systems in the same 
on the reach of systems from the local telephone cable is controlled to meet these benchmark 
exchange. When many different DSL system types are performances. 
permitted to share the cables, design to avoid excessive 
crosstalk in all possible combinations of system types can 
become very complex and problematic. 

The many different types of DSL technologies that can be 
deployed all come with their own usage of the frequency 
spectrum. In particular ADSL, which is cleverly designed to 
avoid crosstalk from other ADSL services and achieves 
almost the full coverage of the telephony network, can be 
susceptible to crosstalk from other types of DSL. ACIF 
Code C559 ensures protection for ADSL by defining rules 
for the management of the spectral content and location 
of deployments relative to the local exchange. 

The Spectral Compatibility Tool can assess the spectrum 
management requirements of new DSL systems under 
development and can be used to demonstrate compliance 
of a proposed DSL system and associated deployment 
rules with the benchmark performances established by 
Code C559 for systems such as ADSL, ISDN and HDSL. 
Compliance with industry deployment rules using the 
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The Mobile Phone Revolution 

• • • • • • • • • What is important to us is the consideration of how 
customers can better use the product or service to better 
integrate it into their lives." 

Users may soon be able to wirelessly download software 
for games and instant messaging onto their mobile 
phones, making them more like PCs. Mobile phones as 
computing devices are, of course, more limited in terms of 
screen size, keypad, memory and processor speed than 
PCs. TRL is working with these challenges and aiming to 
solve the associated problems in order to enhance 
customer experience and make possible an exciting new 
wireless software market. 

Further improvements in the future to the m-Commerce 
service may involve Bluetooth, a radio frequency 
alternative to infra-red that is currently available in some 
new mobile phones. There are limitations in sending data 
across the infra-red frequency; it is directional and needs 
a direct line of sight. Bluetooth uses radio waves rather 
than light, so there is no need to diligently line up the 
devices; all that is needed is to be within range. For 
example, from your laptop you could dial up your ISP 
(Internet Service Provider) using your mobile phone. 

Another exciting application of m-Commerce is Mobile 
EFTPOS. Credit and debit cards can be used with a mobile 
phone that is fitted with a special EFTPOS keypad and 
card-swipe attachment. The Mobile EFTPOS connects 
through the wireless mobile network. It offers a payment 
option when there is no landline, e.g. in a taxi, or at 
moveable markets. 

Just when you think that mobile phones can do about as 
much as they can, Andrew says that TRL believes there is 
still an enormous amount of growth in the development 
of the technology. "To make this growth more relevant to 
our customers' needs, TRL's mobile services group extensively 
consults with customers. The information we gather from 
these consultations then influences and impacts on the 
design and delivery of Telstra's new products and services. 

In the longer term TRL is researching the impact of 
Internet Protocol (IP) technology on cellular networks, 
which may be optimised to evolve into more cost 
effective, general purpose, wireless data networks that 
may carry voice as well. 

"It's great to be involved at the cutting edge of mobile phone 
technology," Andrew says. "To be a part of something that 
changes so quickly and makes such a big difference to the 
way people communicate." 

"Originally mobile phones were the size of a briefcase, used 
only for talking to others, and their users were ridiculed. 
Ten years Later, they can be as small as a matchbox and as 
varied as wristwatches; they are used for talking, texting, 
even storing birthdays. Around a billion people worldwide 
use a mobile phone as an integral part of their daily lives. 
It's exciting to think about what mobile phones will be like 
in another 10 years." 
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Mobile 
JAVA19 AND BREW20 

•••••••••••• 

Companies may want to integrate their services 
more intelligently onto the mobile phone 

Making possible a wireless software market. 



Mobile 
SIM TOOLKIT 

An environment that is used to simplify the development of 
SIM card applications. 

The SIM card in the back of your GSM phone is actually 
a smart card. As well as storing phone numbers, the SIM 
card holds secret information (such as your PIN) and runs 
tiny applications. Most of the GSM phones sold these 
days are capable of using these SIM card applications, 
and the SIM cards that Telstra provides have the 
PocketNews application on them for requesting text 
information to be delivered by SMS. 

The SIM Application Toolkit or the SIM Toolkit for short, 
is the environment in which SIM card applications are 
developed. PocketNews is one simple example of the 
capability of a SIM card application. 

Telstra Research Laboratories (TRL) has been investigating 
the potential of SIM Toolkit and building prototype 
applications. For example, SIM Toolkit can be used to 
create an application that will browse special sites on 
the Internet. 

SIM Toolkit was used by TRL to prototype an application 
that could dynamically provide adventure or quiz style 
games. The games were played over SMS, but instead of 
typing text messages, the user could interact with the 
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more usable SIM application, which provided simple 
selectable menus and options. Since text messages for 
games can be quite complicated, detracting from the 
game itself, this application proved a huge benefit when 
playing elaborate games. 

TRL has also examined the use of SIM Toolkit with new 
SIM cards that are implemented on a Java based smart 
card (JavaCard). Using JavaCard, a developer can produce 
a SIM application using a subset of the widely known 
Java language instead of the proprietary assembly 
languages that are commonly used for creating SIM 
Toolkit applications. 

This should help simplify application development and 
potentially allow developers to write a single application 
that will run on multiple brands of SIM cards. SIM Toolkit 
allows applications to be developed that will assist Telstra 
to deliver new data services seamlessly across multiple 
GSM handsets. 
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Mobile 
ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT SAFETY 
RES 

Using human phantoms to test radio 
frequency safety standards. 

As part of Telstra's on-going commitment to health 
and safety, Telstra Research Laboratories' (TRL's) 
Electromagnetic Environment (EME) Safety Research 
group evaluates new and emerging radio frequency (RF) 
technologies - such as third generation (3G) mobile 
phones, hands-free technologies, and next generation 
mobile radio network infrastructure - to ensure 
compliance with RF safety standards. 

Both experimental and computational environments have 
been established to determine the levels of RF energy 
induced in the human body. 

The experimental facilities feature a robot controlled 
measurement system, and a set of fibreglass human 
phantoms that can hold various human tissue equivalent 
liquids. A phantom can be exposed to a RF source under 
investigation, and the interior of the phantom scanned by 
the robot to determine the localised specific energy 
absorption rate (SAR). Measurement of the SAR level is 
presently the standard method of showing compliance 
with regulatory RF safety standards. 
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The computational modelling environment complements 
this experimental approach. Numerical models of the 
human body can be used for prompt evaluation of the 
SAR levels under a wide range of scenarios that may not 
be easily achieved experimentally. A computational 
model has been developed for the human phantom to 
verify the measured results. 

To gain an understanding of the interaction between the 
RF and the complex nature of the structure of the human 
body tissue, data from the Visible Human project - a 
numerical model of a human that mathematically 
represents different body tissue - is being used as input to 
a high resolution computer model. The data originates 
from a research project sponsored by the United States 
National Library of Medicine. 

This new computational tool will enable Telstra to 
continue to deliver new mobile and radio services more 
efficiently while ensuring that it complies with mandated 
regulatory RF safety standards. 



Mobile 
MOBILE MULTIMEDIA DEVICES 

Mobile multimedia communication devices will 
be the way of the future. 

In our view, personal communication devices of the future 
will be mobile, and more capable than existing mobile 
phones. Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), third generation 
mobile phones, handheld games and MP3 players will merge 
to become devices capable of communicating and accessing 
information anytime and anywhere, as well as being able to 
present multimedia material in a variety of ways. • ••••••••••• 



Mobile 
SMS VOICE BASED CONFERENCING 

Telstra Research Laboratories has 
designed a new way for groups of people to 

get together 

Making conferences easy to set up. 

• • II • • • II II Ill Ill B 

Telstra has conducted a Short Messaging System (SMS) 
voice based conferencing trial. 

Telstra Research Laboratories has designed a new way for 
groups of people to get together. By combining SMS text 
messages with a Telstra web-enabled Conferencing 
product (Conferlink Online ReadyCall®), people on the 
move should be able to spontaneously initiate phone 
based meetings by simply sending a single text message 
with just the topic or reason for the conference. 

Currently, to arrange and invite people to a voice-based 
conference the host needs to know three numbers each of 
10 or 12 digits, which must be distributed to all guests in a 
timely manner. The SMS Conferencing service saves the 
host and guests from having to know any of these 
numbers. It also takes care of the distribution of the 
invitations, encouraging ad-hoe dial-in meetings. 

36 ® Registered trademark of Telstra Corporation Limited. 
21 Stickiness is a term used in relation to the degree to which the existing use of 

a product or service encourages its continued use. 

The host, predefining the groups of people with whom 
they expect to SMS Conference, simplifies the distribution 
of the invitations. To set up a meeting, the host sends an 
invitation to the service containing a topic and group 
identifier. Access credentials for the meeting are 
automatically added to the host's original message and 
then automatically forwarded to each member of the 
group. Guests can simply join by replying to the message. 

If the host is near a fixed phone and wishes to use it for 
the conference then the host simply adds the number of 
that phone to the invitation. Once again no conference 
numbers need to be remembered. 

By incorporating mobile phones and making Conferlink 
more convenient to use, there is the potential for 
significant revenue benefits as well as increasing 
Conferlink's appeal and stickiness" in the competitive 
conferencing market. 



Mobile 
LOCATION ENHANCED INFORMATION SERVICES 

... quickly and easily accessing 
relevant information ... 

"Find me the nearest chemist." 
Incorporating location technology to find products and services via SMS easily. 
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Internet - feature 
ASSESSING THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE INTERNET 

Internet update - some of the successes 
and the challenges ahead 

Geoff Huston 
Chief Internet Scierrtist 

The initial research work that underpins the architecture 
of the Internet started in the 1960s and the basic 
specification of the protocols used by the Internet were 
completed by the mid-19705. That is almost 30 years ago 
and what is surprising is that a communications protocol 
developed in that period was defined with sufficient 
generality and extensibility that it is now the foundation 
protocol of the global data communications industry. 

Over the intervening three decades the Internet Protocol 
(IP) has scaled in almost every metric by a factor of 
millions. An IP circuit now operates at speeds of up to 40 
billion bits per second and the network spans hundreds of 
millions of users and connects a similar number of end 
systems. Yet the core protocol, IP, remains essentially 
unaltered. Quite an impressive achievement in protocol 
design . 

••• ••• ••• 
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the Architecture of the Internet 
•••••••••••• 

particularly relating to the stability of the round trip 
timers and the loss characteristics. Wireless can alter 
these properties and this can force the TCP to be very 
conservative about how much data can be passed 
through the network. If the promise of 3G high-speed 
wireless services is to be achieved we will need to examine 
how to further refine TCP to operate efficiently in this 
environment. 



Internet 
WLAN SECURITY 'SNIFFER' TOOL 

Sensitive company data may traverse a 
wireless network, and its users must be assured of 

both secrecy and integrity 

Ensures a level of data integrity and secrecy in an increasingly risky 
wireless environment. 
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Internet 
WLAN - WIRELESS LAN MADE EASY 

• A single access point to multiple services 

• An authentication process 

• A single customer bill from all sites 

... by just using their mobile phone. 

High-speed Internet without wires is a reality. With cheap 
Wireless LAN (WLAN) equipment, also known as Wi-Fi, 
anyone can wirelessly connect to their existing home or 
office Internet connection at speeds as fast as on offer via 
ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) technology. 

Laptops, handheld computers and mobiles can all be used 
to communicate with the Internet. It is anticipated that 
many schools, offices, airports, hotels and homes will be 
installed with WLAN technology, and hospitals, 
restaurants and shopping centres will join them. However, 
WLAN can become problematic when all of these WLAN 
sites are owned and operated by different people. For 
example, if different accounts and passwords were 
needed for access - or there was a different configuration 
for each site - it would restrict people's ability to roam 
from site to site freely ... and some of the benefits of WLAN 
would be lost. 

There needs to be a single access point and 
authentication process for people to log in. Telstra 
Research Laboratories (TRL) has developed an 
authentication mechanism based on use of a mobile 
phone. 

Using this solution, Telstra would make available a 
common web page to each site, where a WLAN user 
would enter their Telstra mobile phone number. A text 
message would be sent to that mobile containing a 
unique password. After the WLAN user has submitted that 
password to the web page, they could access the Internet 
using the WLAN connection, and have usage charges 
billed to their mobile phone account until they 
disconnect. 

TRL has developed a solution that does not require 
proprietary hardware or special software to be used in 
the laptop or handheld computer and could potentially 
be extended to allow non-Telstra mobile phones to log-in, 
with charges billed according to inter-carrier agreements. 
This would take advantage of existing roaming 
agreements between carriers and could even work for 
overseas travellers with mobile phones. 

Wireless LAN is an amazing technology, with the potential 
to allow people to connect to - and browse - the Internet 
as freely as they talk on their mobile phone. TRL is 
working to make this vision a reality. 

Users free to roam wireless internet sites with ... 
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Internet 
FOCUSSING ON TELSTRA'S RURAL AND REMOTE 
CUSTOMERS 

Telstra has established an Interr-e 

Assistance Program to assist customers 

Advancing Telecommunications Services for Telstra's rural and remote 
customers with the aim of: 



Internet 
SMART CARD COMMANDS 

••• ••• ••• • • • ••• ••• • • • • • • • • • 
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Enabling smart cards to interact with the 
card holder independently of the application. 

Smart cards are increasingly being used as a security 
token - for example, to authenticate the owner to remote 
applications. A typical smart card is a credit card (or 
smaller) sized piece of plastic with an embedded computer 
chip containing secure memory and optionally a 
cryptographic processor. 

However, the card does not have its own screen and 
keyboard. The card has to trust the application to 
correctly manage these controls, so the application must 
implement access control rules for the card, for example, 
how and when to present a PIN (Personal Identity 
Number) request. In the current standards, these access 
control rules are limited: the application needs to inform 
the owner how it is using their card. 

Telstra Research Laboratories' (TRL's) Security Researchers 
have been investigating solutions that enable the card to 
interact directly with the cardholder and where one card 
may behave differently to another, according to the 
preferred settings of its owner. 

As an example, if an application sends a request to a card 
to digitally sign an authorisation to pay $30, one user's 
card may request the operating system to display a 
confirmation dialogue for the user to re-enter his or her 
PIN. Another user's card may not make this request as the 
amount in question falls below the user's threshold, 
which could be $50. 

TRL has already built a demonstration of these solutions 
and is investigating their commercial applications. 
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IPVIS not only provides a clear visual representation of a network, 
it also provides a consistent interface that could be used over the entire life cycle 
of a service. 

Further value added IPVIS processes include: 

Automating various design aspects; 

• Dynamically documenting the service by producing network diagrams; 

• Managing the network from within the network diagram; 

• Providing service assurance views imposed on the network diagram; 

• Allowing a customer to see what their service looks like. 

To achieve this IPVIS: 

• Manages data effectively; 

• Makes the data easy to access; 

• Separates the intelligence from the presentation; 

• Has a powerful presentation layer; 

• Has in-built security to protect the privacy of customer information. 

There are many other features that can be added to the IPVIS interface, and Telstra Research 
Laboratories is identifying those elements that will provide added flexibility and improved customer 
service. 
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Our peopleTRL STAFF RECOGNISED AS 
WORLD LEADERS 

Winning a prestigious worldwide competition. 

Adam Kowalczyk and Bhavani Raskutti - artificial intelligence technologists from 
Telstra Research Laboratories {TRL) - have won the prestigious 2002 Knowledge 
Discovery and Data Mining (KDD) Cup at the annual KDD conference in Canada. 



Our peop~~EADING sso ExPERrs 

Paul Howell BEd 
An open mind and enthusiasm for work in new areas is essential at TRL. I have been 
here for seven LJears now in a vorietu of different roles. A broad background of skills 
and interests has prepared me to work in fields as diverse as broadband Internet 
applications, interactive TV programs, interface design and 3D-computer animation. 

The work here is creative, challenging and rcrelq repetitive. I have worked on 
litercllu dozens of projects such as Telstra's first broadband internet site, minute 
graphics for WAP mobiles and an interactive television pilot featuring a solar-truck 
driving talking frog. 

As for the people ... where else could LJOU find colleagues prepared to dress up as an 
amphibian and drive a solar powered truck? 

Paul Howell Lee-Anna Caccioppo Joseph Lizier 

Dr. Milosh lvanovich 
BEng (Hons), MComp, PhD 

MLJ first experience with Telstra Research 
Laboratories (TRL) was in the Network 
Anclusis section as part of a vacation 
project between the third and fourth 
LJears of mLJ Electrical and Computer 
Sqstems Engineering degree. 

I distinctlu recall 
Dr. Milosh lvanovich being amazed at 

the number of 
colleagues who 
were world-class 
researchers in 
fields such as 
queuing theoru, 
network and 
graph theoru, 
relinbilitu theoru 
and manLJ other 
areas of 
operations 
research. 

TRL provides 
both the depth and breadth of interesting 
and challenging projects. I have been here 
for six LJears, and currentlq lead the 
Wireless Networks group within the Radio 
Networks section, with a focus on mobile 
Internet technologies and modelling. 

MLJ daLJ to daLJ work deals with areas 
such as queuing theoru, teletraffic 
modelling and onolusts of wireless 
networks, the performance of TCP/IP in 
the wireless environment, as well as 
medium access control and link laLJer 
modelling and cnolusis. 

The satisfaction in mLJ work derives from 
being able to predict the behaviour of 
complex sustems and networks, in a 
manner that is both useful and of real 
value to Telstra. 

Lee-Anna Caccioppo 
BSc, Grad Dip Ed, Grad Dip IT, MBA 

Working at Telstra Research Laboratories 
(TRL) means working with creative people 
who willinglLJ take risks. Teams of people 
from diverse areas of expertise are given 
the opportunitu to think independentlu 
and cooperotivelu. Sometimes the search 
for results leads in unexpected directions 
and to new WaLJS of thinking. 

One of the most successful projects for 
mLJ team has been the development of a 
tool to assist in the evaluation of Research 
and Development projects, a project 
generated from our Future Orientated 
Research Development Program. 

Much of mLJ work in the two LJears I have 
been with TRL has included research into 
industru portals, the development of risk 
assessment models related to networks 
and e-commerce, price modelling of 
products and services and the development 
of Telstra's product deliverq processes. 

We olwcqs seem to be challenging 
approaches; it is exciting work in an 
environment that is both motivating 
and rewarding. 

so 

Joseph Lizier BSc, BEng (Hons) 
I arrived at Telstra Research Laboratories 
(TRL) SLJdneLJ as a student on a work 
experience placement through a co-op 
program that TRL sponsored. It was a 
great opportunitq for me - and one that 
I am still grateful for. I joined the 
companLJ after graduating a LJear later 
and have now been here for two LJears. 

MLJ reasons for joining TRL - after that 
initial experience - are still those that 
excite me about the labs toduu. TRL 
offers me exposure to a verLJ wide range 
of cutting edge technologies. Personcllq, 
I have worked across a diverse range of 
projects incorporating rnobilitu, ebusiness, 
pervasive computing, web services and 
other Internet technologies, and have 
gained valuable experience from each. 

Furthermore, TRL is in the rare and 
powerful position of having the potential 
to qenuinelq change user paradigms and 
indeed people's lives. For me however, 
it is the talent and enthusiasm of mLJ 
colleagues that I find the most rewarding 
and inspiring thing about working at TRL. 



Our peop~7EA01NG R&o EXPERTS 

Michael Beresford BSc (Hons) 
Working as a Human Factors specialist entails so much more than understanding and analysing customer 
behaviour and tailoring existing products to suit user requirements. There is a demand to examine customer 
opinions of, and demands on, current and future technologies and applications. This can shape the offerings 
that are delivered to market and the strategies employed by our clients. 

The most rewarding aspect of this work is that you're always at the coalface, always seeing the tangible results 
of your effort. Much of your work is visible to the public, whether it is websites you have designed, a product 
you have improved or a concept that has been developed into a product resulting in a launch. 

There is no other environment where you are exposed to the latest technologies, devices and innovative ideas. 
Being able to take these ideas to customers and provide input on their development to save people time is 
truly satisfying. 

Michael Beresford Mary Cudmore Ming Zhao Mathew Mirabella 





Our peop~7EAD1NG R&D EXPERTS 

Brad Starkie BEng (Hons) 
I've spent a lot of my spare time dabbling 
in other professions including working as 
a musician, making documentaries and 
running for parliament. Most of these 
activities have convinced me that 
engineering is what I do best. 

The aim of my current work is to teach 
computers human languages so that - 
one day - we will be able to interact with 
machines as we do with people and that 

machines will 
learn in the 
same way 
humans learn. 
That day is 
some way off 
and along the 
way there will 
be numerous 
products and 
services, of use 
to people, that 
should deliver 
a return for the 
investment in 
the research. 
An example of 

this is the Telstra Lyrebird'" product that 
has been designed to speed up the develop 
ment of speech recognition systems. The 
task is a hard one but I enjoy the challenge, 
and I still believe my best work is ahead 

Brad Starkie 

of me. 

My current pre-occupations include 
helping to raise my daughter and trying 
to complete my PhD. I also enjoy an 
evening of karaoke and some of my more 
enjoyable evenings have been spent in a 
foreign country, trying to learn the local 
language from watching the bouncing 
ball on the karaoke screen. 

Bhavani Raskutti Btech (Elec Eng), PhD (Comp Sc) 

With the advent of the Internet, there are tons and tons of text winging our way. How can we get 
computers to distil intelligent information from this incredible volume of text and ease the manual 
processing? This is just one of many questions I grapple with when I work on text mining at the 
Research Labs. 

As part of my job, I can be reading or writing a research paper on some completely novel algorithm 
or be thinking of a great new application. There is constant pressure to be at the cutting edge and 
that means we need to keep learning. One of the best parts of my job is the fact that I get to 
interact with some very intelligent people. 

While it is great working on cutting edge technology, it can often be frustrating that there will 
be times when many of these technologies are not used by the business until years later. So it is 
always a great feeling when 
something one of the team has 
produced makes a difference to 
the business or gets trialed by 

Bhavani Raskutti Adam Kowalczyk Andrew Scott 

Telstra customers. 

Adam Kowatczgk 
MSc, PhD (Maths) 

Computers are ubiquitous in 
today's offices. Can we make 
them clever assistants rather 
than the relatively dumb tools 
they are now? This depends on 
whether we can make them 
more intelligent ... and making 
them Learn is the very first step in this 
direction. This is where my research efforts 
have been concentrated for a number of 
years. 

Applications - including speech recognition, 
customer churn prediction, fraud preven 
tion through to cancer prediction from 
genomic data - are examples of where 
we have demonstrated practical benefits 
from cutting edge advancements in this 
area of development at Telstra Research 
Laboratories. 

Each such successful application and 
demonstration or presentation to our 
colleagues in Telstra is my motivation 
and what keeps me moving forward. 
Demonstrating to peers and colleagues 
ways of greater efficiency and productivity 
in the near future is a great motivational 
experience and personally rewarding. 
It is these step-by-step advancements 
and successes that shape Telstra's future. 
The frustrating part of the job is the actual 
number of steps it can take to get there - 
which can seem scarier than a nightmare 
at midnight! 

But this, I know, is the price I must pay 
to sit at the cutting edge of research 
and development. 

Andrew Scott BCM (Hons), BLitt 

What gets me out of bed in the mornings is my 
job. I know that I can be reading an article on 
some new technology, get a cool idea, and be 
able to bounce it off some very intelligent people 
who work within earshot. If it's got some merit, 
then it can quickly evolve and become prototyped 
within a very short time. 

I work for clients in the mobile area of Telstra and 
grapple with technologies such as Wireless LAN, 
WAP, Java" and MMS. It's a great feeling when 
something one of the teams has produced makes 
a difference to the business or gets trialed by 
Telstra customers. 

Although we always try to think about trends 
and the future, it's pretty tricky. I never imagined 
when I started that six years later I would be 
experimenting with software on Java-enabled 
mobile phones. Fortunately I get a kick out of 
learning ... and there's so much happening in 
this industry. 

'" Registered trademark of Telstra New Wove Pty Limited. 
24 Registered trademark of Sun Microsystems Inc., 

o Delaware Corporation. 
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Glossary 

code c559 
ACIF defines the performance require 
ments for DSL and other technologies 
on copper occess network. The Code 
offers a coordinated approach to 
reduce the risk of interference between 
services deployed over access networks. 

Contact centre 
The next evolution of a call centre which 
may allow customers to interact with 
a business via any electronic medium 
(fax, email, web, as well as voice). 

Crosstalk 
Electromagnetic coupling of signals. 

Digital TV 
The digital transmission and processing 
of video signals provides a number of 
benefits over conventional analog 
TV. These benefits generally include 
more TV channels, better picture 
quality and greater reliability. 

Distributed trust 
To provide an approach for enforcing 
security policies in pervasive computing 
environments. 

DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) 
See xDSL. 

EME 
Electromagnetic Energy. 

Frame relay 
A simplified packet transport protocol 
used to connect local area networks 
(LANs) over large distances. Also, a 
packet switching technology used for 
voice, data and video signals which 
uses packets of varying lengths, or 
frames. Frame relay can be used with 
any data protocol. 

GPRS (Generalised Packed Radio 
Service) 

A data service (eg for Internet access) 
using packet switching rather than 
circuit switching. It is compatible 
with GSM and is regarded as a 
second generation plus (2G+) mobile 
technology. 

GSM (Global System for Mobile 
Communications) 

European digital standard for mobile 
phones based on time division multiple 
access (TDMA). TDMA allows several 
conversations to share a single radio 
channel by each transmitting digitised 
voice within its allocated timeslot. 
GSM is the second-generation mobile 
network used in Australia. 

Hop-by-hop 
The way in which data packets move 
from router to router. Generally the 
less hops, the faster the server can 
access an Internet website. 

the web, file transfer and other 
services to run across different 
networks and operating systems. 

IP (Internet Protocol) 
Part of the family of protocols 
describing software that tracks 
Internet addresses, directs outgoing 
messages and recognises incoming 
messages. Used in gateways to 
connect networks at a high level. 

IP telephony 
Enables people to place telephony 
calls over IP networks instead of public 
switched telephone networks. It is 

IDE 
Integrated Development Environment. 

IEEE (Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers) 

An organisation composed of engin 
eers, scientists, and students best 
known for developing standards for 
the computer and electronics 
industry, in particular the IEEE 802 
standards for local-area networks. 

IM (Instant Messaging) 
Instant Messaging is a rapidly growing 
area of Internet communications, in 
volving the delivery of short messages. 

Infra-red (IR) 
A process of transmitting data via 
light (or radiation) through a wireless 
digital protocol. It can operate any 
where from half a metre up to hun 
dreds of metres away. 

IN (Intelligent Network) 
A telecommunications network 
architecture that employs computers 
to customise services for specific 
needs, such as call diversion, call 
waiting and number portability. 

Internet (or the Net) 
A global inter-network of computer 
networks, connected via Internet 
Protocol (IP) and the world's tele 
communications infrastructure. IP 
enables applications such as email, 

Registered trademark of Sun Microsystems Inc., a Delaware Corporation. 
4 Registered trademark of Freedom Scientific. 

also known as Voice over IP or Internet 
Telephony and it represents the 
technology which uses IP-based data 
networks to transmit telephone calls. 

IP-VPN 
See VPN. 

I Pv6 (Internet Protocol Version 6) 
'next generation' protocol designed 
to replace the current version Internet 
Protocol, IP Version 4 (1Pv4). 1Pv6 
fixes a number of problems in 1Pv4, 
such as the limited number of available 
1Pv4 addresses. It also adds many 
improve-ments to 1Pv4 in areas such 
as routing and network autoconfig 
uration. 1Pv6 is expected to gradually 
replace 1Pv4, with the two coexisting 
for a number of years during a 
transition period. 

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital 
Network) 

A digital service providing switched 
and dedicated integrated access to 
voice, data and video. 

ISP (Internet Service Provider) 
A company that connects individuals 
or organisations to the Internet. 
Can range in size from an individual 
operating dial-up access, to providers 
operating substantial network back 
bones and fast cable modem access 
(eg Telstra's Big Pond® services). 

IVR (Interactive Voice Response) 
Automated customer service or 
information selection based on pre 
recorded voice prompts controlled by 
a touch-tone telephone or speech 
recognition system. 

J2Me 
A highly optimised Java run time 
environment which covers the range 
of extremely tiny commodities such 
as smart cards or a pager all the way 
up to the set-top box. 

Java' 
A portable computing platform based 
on the power of networks and the 
idea that the same software should 
run on many different kinds of 
computers, consumer gadgets, and 
other devices. Allows you to run the 
same Java application on lots of 
different kinds of computers. 

JavaCard 
Allows Java technology to run on 
smart cards and other devices with 
limited memory. 

JA WS4 (Job Access With Speech) 
A screen reader that works with a PC to 
provide access to software applications 
and the Internet. Information from 
the screen is read aloud to the user. 

m-commerce (Mobile-COMMERCE) 
Using mobile technology with wire 
less connections to place orders and 
transact business over the Web. 

MIDlet (Mobile Information Device 
Application - or Applet) 

Users can download and run 
software authored in J2ME MIDP 
(Mobile Information Device Profile) 
just as they would software for their 
PC, opening up a new world of totally 
configurable, cross-platform 
applications. 

Mobile IP 
Emerging set of protocols allowing 
the roaming concept of cellular 
telephony, where a user can make 
a single call to an IP-based network 
and maintain what appears to be a 
single Internet Protocol (IP) connec 
tion even as the system is handed off 
from one IP network to another. 

MP3 
Also known as MPEG Loyer 3 - a com 
pressed audio format that reduces 
file size greatly without much loss in 
quality. You may shrink down the 
original sound data from a music CD 
by a factor of 12, without losing sound 
quality. Factors of 24 and even more 
still maintain a sound quality that is 
significantly better than what you 
get by just reducing the sampling 
rate and the resolution of your 
samples. Basically, this is realised by 
perceptual coding techniques 
addressing the perception of sound 
waves by the human ear. 
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Mpeg (Moving Pictures Experts 

Groups) 
A group of people that generate 
standards for digital video 
(sequences of images in time) and 
audio compression. 

Mpeg-2 
Covers a definition of MPEG-2 
Video, MPEG-2 Audio, and MPEG-2 
Systems. 

Mpeg-4 
Covers a definition of M PEG-4. 
These standards made interactive 
video on CD-ROM and Digital 
Television possible. 

Multimedia 
Combination of multiple forms of 
media in communication of 
information between users and 
machines. Communication formats 
include voice communications 
(speech recognition, speaker 
verification and text-to-speech), 
audio processing (music synthesis, 
CD-Rom), data communications 
and video. 

Optical fibre 
A strand of hi-tech glass that carries 
signals in the form of laser light 
pulses. An optical fibre pair can sim 
ultaneously carry many thousands 
of telephone conversations, or a 
mix of video and voice. An optical 
fibre cable may contain tens or even 
hundreds of fibres. 

Packet 
In a packet-switched network, such 
as the Internet, data is packaged 
and routed in 'blocks' or packets, 
each having a header with the net 
work destination address. Packet 
switched networks are also described 

as 'connectionless' 
because the paths 
selected by routers can 
vary from moment to 
moment, as each router 
is updated with current 
network information. 

PDA (Personal Digital 
Assistant) 

A small, portable device which is 
used to carry personal data. 

Pervasive paradigm 
A world where computers are embedded 
in all parts of our environment. 

PIN 
Personal or Private Identification 
Number 
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Portal 
An individual's customised 'gateway' 
to the Internet, a portal is a web 
page designed to allow different 
users to tailor and aggregate content 
according to individual preference. 
Web ports include global and 
special instant messaging, email 
and chat facilities to encourage 
the development of electronic 
communities. 

PSTN (Public Switched 
Telephone Network) 

Generic term for public telephone 
networks. 

QoS (Quality of Service) 
Some customers require specified 
throughput of information for par 
ticular services (eg delay sensitive 
voice traffic) which is referred to as 
a specific QoS. 

RF (Radio Frequency) 
The frequency in which information 
is transmitted through the air for 
communication purposes. 

SAR (Specific Energy Absorption 
Rate) 

An indication of radiation absorption. 

SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) 
Smart-card with phone features 
and customer preferences that is 
inserted into GSM (digital cellular 
mobile) handsets when purchased, 
and which incorporates security 
devices such as encryption. 

SMS (Short Messaging System) 
Text based message service on 
mobile phones. 

STB (SetTop Box) 
Connects customers television to a 
source of TV other than free-to-air. 
Sometimes referred to as a STU 
(Set Top Unit). 

Stickiness 
Term used in relation to the degree 
to which the existing use of a 
product or service encourages its 
continued use. 

TCP 
Transmission Control Protocol. 

TCP/IP 
Transmission Control Protocol/ 
Internet Protocol. 

Tech-wreck 
Refers to the dot.corn crash of 
April 2000 where a large number of 
Internet companies worldwide 
collapsed financially. 

Third Generation (3G) 
Mobiles 
Analogue and digital mobile voice 
networks account for the first and 
second generations respectively. 
3G mobiles are the next generation 
mobile networks that will handle 
high bit-rate data connections. 

TPIP (Telstra Private IP) 
A high quality IP service for office 
to-office networking in metro 
politan, regional and rural areas. 
Private IP allows use of a single 
data connection in each location, 
and then relies on the built-in 
intelligence and security of the IP 
network to manage the routing 
and delivery of data between 
locations, almost anywhere across 
the nation or overseas. 

VoD (Video on Demand) 
A service through which customers 
could access large remote databases 
of movies and other video programs 
through a multimedia interface, 
and control program viewing in 
the same way as a VCR - for 
example, using pause and rewind. 

VoiceXML (Voice Extensible 
Markup Language) 

A programming language designed 
for creating audio dialogs that 
feature synthesised speech, digitised 
audio, recognition of spoken and 
DTMF key input, recording of spoken 
input, telephony, and mixed initi 
ative conversations. Its major goal 
is to bring the advantages of web 
based development and content 
delivery to interactive voice 
response applications. 

VoIP (Voice on Internet Protocol) 
Voice calls over the Internet or a 
private IP network. 

VPN (Virtual Private Network) 
Uses a third party (Telstra's) 
intelligent network to combine all 
communications between sites 
and mobiles, including international 
branches, giving the benefits of a 
private company network without 
the cost. 

W3C (World Wide Web 
Consortium) 
Provides technologies, guidelines, 
specifications and tools for universal 
web design. 

WAN 
Wide Area Network. 

WLAN (Wireless - Local Area 
Network) 

Allows devices such as laptop or 
palmtop computers equipped with 
wireless cards to connect to the 
internet at designated sites, or 
'hotspots', using soz.i ib technol 
ogy at speeds of up to 2 Mb per 
second. 

WAP (Wireless Access Protocol) 
A protocol that enables mobile 
phones equipped with the approp 
riate browser to access Web pages 
from the public Internet. 

web (or WWW - World Wide Web) 
A series of interlinked computer 
documents 'marked up' with HTML 
to display text, graphics, images 
and sound. Users browse the docu 
ments via a graphical user interface. 
Web sites are like multimedia 
magazines, with interactive 
features and links to related sites. 

Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) 
Generic reference of any type of 
802.11 network, whether 802. i ib, 
soz.ric, dual-band, etc. 

xDSL 
A technology that enables the 
copper telephone loop to carry 
high-speed data streams. The 'x' 
denotes that there is more than one 
DSL technology (eg ADSL, HDSL 
and VDSL). 
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